Truncation of small matrix elements based on the Euclidean norm for blocked data structures.
Methods for the removal of small symmetric matrix elements based on the Euclidean norm of the error matrix are presented in this article. In large scale Hartree-Fock and Kohn-Sham calculations it is important to be able to enforce matrix sparsity while keeping errors under control. Truncation based on some unitary-invariant norm allows for control of errors in the occupied subspace as described in (Rubensson et al. J Math Phys 49, 032103). The Euclidean norm is unitary-invariant and does not grow intrinsically with system size and is thus suitable for error control in large scale calculations. The presented truncation schemes repetitively use the Lanczos method to compute the Euclidean norms of the error matrix candidates. Ritz value convergence patterns are utilized to reduce the total number of Lanczos iterations.